Tom’s Weekly Newsletter April 28, 2021
FED DAY
From the absolutely no surprise department: The Fed decided to leave shortterm interest rates unchanged.

Despite a growing economy and inflation concerns the Fed said they will
continue their bond purchasing and plan on using their full range of tools to
keep things as they are on their end.
Sounds good to me and thus I will continue to utilize my tools i.e., the scans to
find securities in proven patterns to then construct acceptable risk trades and
manage them accordingly.
Tom Gentile
C1P Chief 1-Percenter
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Four Corners of the Market
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust

The Fed decision on short-term interest rates and the Fed speak that came
from Chairman Powell did little or nothing to the momentum in price action
for the SPY.
It is at or near all-time highs.
The last three trading days are complete, and they traded in very narrow
ranges (difference between the open/close… high and low of the day are not
as long as the days prior to the last three).
This means there isn’t any conviction from either the bulls or the bears.
This seems to be price consolidating price action that will resolve itself to the
upside. We have to keep an eye out for something that may derail the bullish
run, but right now that hasn’t happened.
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF

Temper your enthusiasm for bullish momentum off the March lows.
140 is acting as overhead resistance for now.
If TLT broke out above that resistance level I would be talking to you about
assessing a price move higher based on the widest width of the ascending
triangle pattern.
As it is, the ascending support line of that ascending triangle pattern has been
broken.
Now we have to monitor a possible retracement to the March lows as a
possibility.
The Fed leaving interest rates unchanged and the commentary from Fed Chair
Powell didn’t do the 10-yr. any favors.
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UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund

UUP is proving out what I mentioned last week.
There are up to three times a security can get a Darknet signal before its stops
its slide.
Those three times are signaled as such. The first potential reversal point and
move higher is signaled by the ‘B’. The second time an ‘R’ and the last time an
‘A’.
In the tools you can read up on the Darknet page in the ‘How it works’ section
what those signals are and what they signify.
UUP gapped down and filled the gap as noted last week and that establishes a
resistance price area.
I can see the next level of support possibly being the green, dotted line in the
image above at 24.20.
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USO - United States Oil Fund, LP

That concern I mentioned last week turned out to be much ado about nothing
as USO has inched up a bit on its price chart.
I am emphasizing the small gap from March (orange circle on the image
above).
USO has filled that gap mid-April and again with today’s price action which
may become a resistance for it.
Two of the Majors in oil, Exxon Mobil (XOM) and Chevron Corporation (CVX)
report earnings on the 30th so that may be a tell for oil and make for a move
and breakout of recent highs or not.
One of my trading colleagues and Chief Option Strategists, Mike Wade is
starting his Earnings Mastery boot Camp and in it he teaches how to use the
software to analyze past earnings of securities and a straddle as a strategy
consideration on stocks like these.
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares

Nothing has really change on GLD since last week from a Fibonacci
retracement perspective. GLD is still at the 38.25 fib retracement area.
What is developing though, is a flag formation.
This pattern tends to be a bullish pattern in that the security being analyzed
experiences a pretty vertical run in price (flag pole), then starts to consolidate
with a slight drift down (the flag), and the expectation is for the security to
regain its upward momentum – break out of the flag formation/price action.
Should that happen then I would go back to observing those higher level fib
retracement zones/
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Discussion Boards / Forums
As we start up another Mastery / Boot Camp we are able to welcome new
folks to our education and our software here at www.tomsoptiontools.com.
With that comes an opportunity for our new subscribers to join our discussion
boards aka the Forum.
This is what we call our ‘Community’, where people can go to ask questions of
Tom and the instructors, (Mike Wade in this case for the Earnings Boot Camp)
in between weekly lesson plans.
Our beta tester of the software Kevin monitors the boards as well and will
provide answers / education and insight on all aspects of the software and
even iterate what was taught in a lesson plan for folks to further home in on
the process of the strategy taught – he is a valuable and appreciated resource
by me and my subscribers.
And this is also a place where everyone in a mastery or boot camp can
communicate amongst themselves and discuss trade setups and education
amongst themselves.
** Note just like all presentations and emails – we are not registered
investment advisors, and no recommendations can be nor will be given.
Even amongst yourselves know that if anyone takes the stance of giving
advice they are not endorsed by Tom or his company.
This is intended to be a safe and healthy community environment where we
can continue communications with Tom and his team and each other.
We encourage people and congratulate them when they do well. We pick
people up when they are having a hard time understanding things and we do
our best to get them up to speed as best we can when we can.
This community has thrived because of this and we welcome you all into it
and expect you will benefit greatly by being a part of it.
First off one needs to create or Register a forum account ‘within’ the tools.
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You do that by going to the Help tab and then clicking on the Forum line item
found as the bottom line item.

You will go to the next page (below) and need to fill out the information
required.
You will enter in your www.tomsoptiontools.com username and password
and THEN be asked to choose a Forum username and password.
We encourage you all to use a different username and password for security,
but you can use the same.
When you fill everything out click on the ‘Register’ button at the bottom of the
page.
The key thing to do after you have created this forum account is to email
support@tomgentile.com and provide the ‘FORUM’ username you just
created.
This way our support can assign your classification in the forum to that which
will allow you to see the Discussion Board / Forum for the Mastery / Boot
Camp group you are a part of.
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Here is a video that teaches you all how to set up/register your forum
account: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bsrq6yXWNHM
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Tom Gentile
C1P (Chief 1-percenter)
Disclaimers
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk.
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and
options market. Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose.
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option.
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading.
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with
hindsight.
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar
to those shown.
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free. Under no circumstances
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site.
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and
TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment
decisions. You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any
investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon reliance on news,
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe
to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy,
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational
and informational purposes only. Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a
broker/dealer. Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain
requirements. All securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed
investors. All prices in USD unless noted otherwise.
A full disclaimer can be found here: http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html.
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